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James Kent 
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Ray Price 
James Molyneux 
Arthur Newton 
Mike Elliot 
Sharon Clark 
James Peries 
Becky Davies 
Lucy Hunt 
Miranda Cromwell 
Bryony Rutter 
David Caudery 
TR Scaffolding 
Bath Ales 
Ben Cullen 
Cate Vaughan 
Patrick Graham 
Gina Lundy & City of Bristol College 
All of the Staff at Bristol Old Vic

A very special thank you to all  
at the Bristol Old Vic Theatre Club  
for their kind donation towards  
The Tinderbox.

When I used to imagine an adaptation project, 
I always pictured myself pouring over a lengthy 
novel and then soldiering through an almost as 
lengthy process of condensation and distillment. 
In the case of The Tinderbox, it has been  
the opposite.

We began with a seven page story. A good story, 
but one that would need expansion. The fun of 
adapting outward is that there is plenty of space 
for flights of imagination but with a seaworthy 
carrier to return to. The source can be adjusted 
to serve one’s own purposes whilst remaining 
entirely recognisable. When The Tinderbox was 
written back in 1835, Hans Christian Andersen’s 
Denmark was a very different place to now, with 
an absolute monarch on the throne and the kind 
of poverty that could impose mortal penalties. Yet 
we found that there were parallels with our own 
world. As long as there are soldiers and wars, the 
central character will continue to be sympathetic. 
As long as money rules the world, the plot will 
continue to be relevant.

The best part of the writing process has been  
that it was not just my imagination at work but 
those of the eighteen young company actors  
and creative team. Every single voice has 
contributed to the creation of the text, and  
each person has inspired me.

silva semerciyan 
Writer

Directed by Lisa Gregan 
Adapted by Silva Semerciyan 

Devised by Bristol Old Vic Young CompanyC
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CrediTs

directed by Lisa Gregan 
adapted by silva semerciyan 
devised by Bristol old Vic  
Young Company

rosie Vize Designer 
Verity standen Musical Director 
Tim streader Lighting Designer 
siân henderson Producer 
Jason Barnes Production Manager 
Jay Costello Senior Technician (Studios) 
Jen sherlock Stage Manager 
kila allen Assistant Director 
hettie Feiler Assistant Musical Director 
and Pianist 
amy hunter Dramaturg 
Zoe Brennan Assistant Designer 
esther Lawrence Assistant Stage 
Manager 
kelly Jago Scenic Artist 
Fred stacey Metal work

CasT LisT

oscar adams Ensemble 
Patrick Bate Ensemble 
dom Beddard Coll Ensemble 
Chanelle Bernard Witch 
Leah Bierman davies Ensemble 
Beth Collins Queen 
olivia derrington Ensemble 
natalie Machale Ensemble 
krista Matthews Princess 
esther Myers insole Ensemble 
Lorenzo niyongabo King 
Jack orozco Morrison Prince 
Fennar ralston Soldier 
kat stokes Ensemble 
dale Thrupp Lady in Waiting 
Gulliver Whitby Ensemble 
edan Young Ensemble

The Tinderbox by Hans Christian Andersen 
is just seven pages long, but the questions 
it raises and leaves unanswered are what 
make this story ripe to devise with. What 
initially drew me to the story was the exciting 
combination of a War, a Soldier, a Princess 
and magic. I was attracted to the dual worlds 
of fantasy and reality, but also to themes that 
are both timeless and relevant to the world 
that we live in now - from the brutality and 
reasons for war, to the valuing of women 
based on their appearance. This story has 
allowed us to investigate the past, the  
present and the possibilities of ‘what if’.

The Tinderbox has been devised by the 
Young Company, and the material beautifully 
crafted and written by Silva Semercyian. 
Working in this way has allowed the creative 
freedom of exploration and devising, with 
the anchor of a writer to bring it all together. 
Everything that you see on stage (and much 
more) has come from the cast; a fearless and 
wonderfully creative ensemble of young 
theatre makers.

We have thrown (and caught) chairs, jumped 
rhythmically in formations, talked of powerful 
women and tyrannical men. We have sung 
‘The White Stripes’ at the top of our lungs, 
and spent mornings in the dark playing with 
matches. We have done all of this together 
and created a story, and a world, that we  
now want to share with you.

Lisa Gregan 
Director

I have enjoyed a number of things during  
this process but the main thing I have enjoyed 
is building an incredible relationship with the 
exceptionally creative cast and creative team.  
They are always filled with joy and laughter which 
never fails to make me happy! Another incredible 
thing was that we had expanded a seven paged 
story into a fifty odd paged script.

Chanelle Bernard Cast member

What makes Bristol Old Vic Young Company 
special is just how involved the cast members  
of all our productions are in creating the play. 
We devise almost all the content that goes into 
it, research ideas for it and have our say in most 
things. For example in this production, our highly 
talented writer Silva came to us for what we wanted 
the tone of the play to be like, and we’ve definitely 
worked with our director Lisa, not for her.

Patrick Bate Cast member

I’ve been in Bristol Old Vic since I was 9 and 
I’ve loved every moment of it. It’s helped me to 
become more confident and I’ve made some really 
great friends through it. It’s an amazing opportunity 
to get young people into drama. If I didn’t go every 
week, I’d feel like there was a part of me missing. 
I’ve absolutely loved being involved with The 
Tinderbox. It’s been great fun throughout and  
I wouldn’t want to change one bit of it. Working 
with everyone involved has made me want to  
do it all over again.

esther Myers insole Cast member

I’ve been in the Young Company since I was  
7/8 so it’s been a huge part of my childhood. 
The theatre was always this magical place where 
imagination could- not just be expressed but 
nurtured and encouraged to flourish. That’s  
what makes The Tinderbox so special. The 
creativity within the group is outstanding and  
it’s something I’m really proud to be part of.  
If we can demonstrate even a fifth of the magic  
I’m sure we’ve all felt in that room, we can look 
back on this show as a roaring success.

dom Beddard Coll Cast member

This is the first Young Company show I’ve 
worked on as Assistant Musical Director, 
and it has been an invaluable experience for 
learning the tricks of the musical trade. It was 
challenging and thrilling to compose on set, 
as the show was being devised, and to see our 
music help narrate the tale. I’ve greatly enjoyed 
working with Musical Director Verity Standen, 
who has showed me that taking risks is what 
makes music for a show exciting.

hettie Felier Assistant Musical Director

The process of working on The Tinderbox 
has been lovely. Devising with the cast has 
been a joy, they’ve been so full of ideas and it’s 
been a wonderful learning experience for me 
to work with both Silva and Lisa; to see how 
Silva has shaped the material devised in the 
room, and in turn how the script has flourished 
under direction and in the hands of the cast.

amy hunter Assistant Director

Working with the Young Company is always  
a fantastic experience. The Tinderbox is based  
on the company devising, so we have all got a 
close affinity to the piece. I am very excited to  
see the final result.

Jen sherlock Stage Manager

Tinderbox

1. a metal box for holding  

tinder and usually a flint 

and steel for creating  

a spark

2. a potentially explosive 

place or situation


